2019-20 Students of the Month - March - Reflective
Grade
6th Orange

Student
Austin Buckingham

Reason
Austin thoughtfully considers his own ideas and strengths in order to support his learning.

6th White

Mekai Atkinson

6th Yellow

Alison Garrity

Alison is the model of a reflective student. She takes feedback from her teachers and applies it to her future work. Alison thinks deeply
about her own effort and how it impacts her academic achievement. She is growing in leaps and bounds because Alison continually
reflects on her own progress and identifies what she needs to do.

6th Blue

Kelsie Hynek

Kelsie is a proactive student who understands the need to ask for help when needed, to look at and improve her test and project scores,
and to check in often to make sure she is on the right track.

Carina Serrato

Carina is a reflective and thoughtful learner. She frequently checks with her teachers to make certain that she understands what is
expected to meet daily learning targets. Carina completes her weekly Effort and Achievement Log with thoughtful and relevant week-inreview reflections. Carina is also a kind and helpful student.

6th Black

Mekai is a deep thinker who asks great questions to help further his own learning and that of others. He reflects on what he already
understands and makes connections to new learning.

7th White

Marcus Place

Marcus reflects on a daily basis on his progress as a learner, both are his strengths, and how he can improve. He also thinks about
ways to improve his classes and gives clear, constructive feedback to maximize time spent learning.

7th Black

Jayden Free

Jayden has made a significant jump in his self management and academic skills. The most notable reason is reflection! He is giving
thoughtful consideration to his own learning and experience. Every day he assesses his strenghths and limitations by filling out a
tracker. Mrs. Knowles says, "My favorite part of the day is my discussion with Jayden about his day. Those conversations were long in
the beginning as Jayden was learning strategies to improve his self management. Now they are a quick look at how awesome his day
went." Jayden is kind and considerate of others. Reflect on that Jayden!

Evan Blour

Evan stands out as a well disciplined and committed student. He engages with the classroom routines that involve reflection. His daily
and weekly reflection sheets show thoughful assessment of his strengths and weaknesses. He sets goals and identifies strategies that
can help him achieve his goals. He is thoughtful and gives considertion to his learning and that of his classmates.

7th Orange

8th Orange

8th White

Justin Sass

Justin is a reflective student. He enjoys music and performs at levels 3 and 4 in Geometry. Justin understands his strengths and
weaknesses to be successful. If Justin misses a math problem, he fixes it. Justin is willing to look at his performance as a musician and
as a student, and reflect upon what he is doing well and how he can improve. This makes him an excellent student.

Nadine Larson

Nadine is reflective. She is always looking for ways to improve her work. She is an out-of-the-box thinker and when she is passionate
about something, she learns about her topic at a deep level. She is an independent learner; however, she will partner and works well
with others. Nadine is consistently growing because of her willingness to reflect upon past work and habits, sets goals for the future, and
implement strategies for improvement.

